Environmental Learning Based on Higher Order Thinking Skills: A Needs Assessment
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ABSTRACT
Environmental learning at the school and university levels, often still uses conventional learning. This is a problem, considering the ability of students' Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) is very necessary for the 21st century. The purpose of this study is to do need assessment on learning media, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheets, and learning evaluations used in the environment in schools and universities.

The study was conducted from November 2017 to January 2019 at several schools in Bekasi and one university in Jakarta. The research method used is descriptive method with data collection techniques using observation and interviews. The results showed that media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, students worksheets, and learning evaluations at various levels were not all based on HOTS. HOTS-based learning has been applied at the university level and senior high school but is still rarely used. This is due to the lack of development in environmental learning. The conclusion of this study is that environmental learning is not all HOTS-based.

This is an open access article under the CC-BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental problems around us are often ignored and not discussed in learning. These problems are often encountered by students around their home environment such as floods, water pollution, recycling problems, and other problems. Unfortunately, in environmental learning, it is often not discussed in detail the environmental problems that occur in the classroom (Fisher-Maltese & Zimmerman, 2015; Mustam & Daniel, 2016).

The consequences of not discussing environmental issues in learning result in students not understanding in depth the real problems. This is exacerbated by the low ability of students' Higher order thinking skills. HOTS is very necessary for environmental learning because environmental problems are complex problems so students need the ability to analyze, evaluate, and create (Anderson et al., 2001; Lee & Lai, 2017; Tajudin & Chinnappan, 2016; Vidergor, 2018).

Students with high HOTS will be critical students of an environmental problem and can do analysis, and create solutions. The problem is that various media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, students worksheets, and learning evaluation still use conventional ones. Even though the use of media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheets, and HOTS-based learning evaluations are needed in 21st-century learning (Quieng, Lim, & Lucas, 2015; Sharif & Cho, 2015; Talmi, Hazzan, & Katz, 2018).

Previous research often only developed various HOTS-based learning tools but did not need the needs assessment first. Although indeed there are many results of previous studies which show that the development has succeeded in influencing HOTS students (Hugurat & Kortam, 2014; Murphy, Bianchi, McCullagh, & Kerr, 2013; Saido, Siraj, DeWitt, & Al-Amedy, 2018). But still, need more comprehensive need assessment from various levels of education. Therefore, the novelty offered in this research is a comprehensive need assessment from elementary school to university levels which is reviewed in terms of HOTS. Assessment needs in terms of HOTS in environmental learning are a novelty because not many have done it and been published.
Based on these problems, needs assessment needs to be done descriptively about the conditions of learning in schools and universities in terms of HOTS. The purpose of this study is to do need assessment on learning media, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheets, and learning evaluations used in environmental learning at the school to university level.

2. METHODS

This research was conducted in November 2017 - January 2019. Located in State Elementary School 02 Jatimulya of South Tambun, State Junior High School 1 of South Tambun, Senior High School 5 of South Tambun, and State University of Jakarta (Universitas Negeri Jakarta). All schools are located in Bekasi, West Java, Indonesia. The university is located in the capital of Jakarta, Indonesia. HOTS used as a reference in this study is by what was stated by Anderson et al. (2001) namely analyze, evaluate, and create.

The research method used is descriptive method with data collection techniques through interviews and direct observation. There are 10 aspects observed in this study (1) Learning in the curriculum of 2013 (2) Use of HOT-based Learning media in environmental learning (3) Use of the HOTS-based Teaching materials in environmental learning (4) Use of HOTS-based Learning materials in environmental learning (5) Use of HOTS-based students in environmental learning (6) Use of HOTS-based learning evaluations in environmental learning (7) Use websites, android applications, e-books, and other modern media in environmental learning (8) Conventional learning media / teaching materials in environmental learning (9) Discuss environmental issues such as: green consumerism, climate change, eco-labels, global warming and other environmental current issues, etc. (10) Use of enrichment books/module to increase student knowledge on environmental learning.

The instruments used in this study were observation sheets and also interviewed sheets. The results of the observations are then written and described in table form. If the observed aspects have been carried out routinely at each meeting, the information given is 'already'. If it has been implemented but the implementation is only carried out 1-2 times and is not routine, it will be written 'rarely used'. If it has not been implemented, it will be written 'not yet'.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the research conducted are summarized in table 1 below. The results show that in general the learning at elementary school and Junior High School levels still do not carry out HOTS-based learning. While at a higher level, senior high school is starting to be used HOTS-based learning but it is still rare.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Elementary School</th>
<th>Junior High School</th>
<th>Senior High School</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Learning according to the curriculum of 2013 (kurtilas) in Indonesia</td>
<td>already</td>
<td>already</td>
<td>already</td>
<td>already</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use of HOTS-based Learning media in environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use of HOTS-based Teaching materials in environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Use of HOTS-based Learning materials in environmental learning</td>
<td>barely used</td>
<td>barely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Use of HOTS-based students worksheet in environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Use of HOTS-based learning evaluation in environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Use website, android application, e-book, and other modern media in environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
<td>rarely used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Conventional learning media/teaching materials in environmental learning</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>Textbook and ppt</td>
<td>Textbook and ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Discuss current environmental issues such as green consumerism, climate change, eco-label, global warming, and another current environmental issue, etc.</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Use of enrichment books/module to increase student knowledge on environmental learning</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
<td>not yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Ppt (powerpoint)

In environmental learning at the elementary school level, Junior High School, Senior High School, and university all have implemented the 2013 current curriculum (Kurtilas). This can be seen from the application of learning strategies that have been used to direct students to student-centered. Although not entirely, but from the results of observations in general, there is a 2013 curriculum that applies in Indonesia. Curriculum has advantages in terms of student abilities based on the scientific method approach. The application of the curriculum will have an impact on increasing HOTS students. That is because students are accustomed to thinking and analyzing problems and giving judgments and creating solutions (Husamah, Fatmawati, & Setyawan, 2018; Narayanan & Adithan, 2015; Ritter & Mostert, 2017; Teimourtash & YazdaniMoghaddam, 2017).
Another interesting thing from the results of this study is that media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheets, and learning evaluations used in environmental learning are generally not HOTS-based. Especially for elementary school and Junior High School levels. While for senior level High schools and universities, it has been used but with a frequency of use that can be categorized as rare. This can happen because, at the elementary school and junior high school levels, environmental learning gets a very small portion of science learning. Even sometimes for some subtopics, the teacher does not teach and even skip it. This is something that is wrong, considering HOTS-based environmental learning is very important for students because students after learning it can have a high HOTS (Afflerbach, Cho, & Kim, 2015; Bojey, Hui, & Campbell, 2014; Dubas & Toledo, 2016; Koutsoukos, Fragoulis, & Valkanos, 2015; Tanujaya, Mumu, & Margono, 2017).

In addition to the problem of very small portions, some teachers also think that environmental learning is enough to remember and memorize the material in the textbook. This is one reason teachers are reluctant not to carry out further development. Even though the development of HOTS-based learning is very important, if learning only uses conventional media, then students' knowledge will be very superficial to a current environmental problem such as green consumerism, climate change, eco-labels, global warming, and other environmental issues. Though to be able to contribute to the environment, these students must have strong analytical skills and that is reflected in HOTS (FitzPatrick & Schulz, 2015; Hwang, Lai, Liang, Chu, & Tsai, 2018; Roderer & Roebers, 2014; Vidergor, 2018; Yee et al., 2015).

Development of media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, students worksheets, and learning evaluations can be done for various levels (Alias, DeWitt, & Siraj, 2013; Hamden & Low, 2015; Saïd & Syarif, 2016; Sriwongchai, Jantharajit, & Chookhampaeng, 2015; Yang, Lee, Hong, & Lin, 2016). Even though senior high school and university levels have been used, their use is still rarely used. HOTS aspects can be inserted in media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheet students, and learning evaluation. For example, if we are going to develop teaching materials, it can be inserted an environmental problem that must be solved by students in the teaching material. Students will be aroused to think and will slowly increase HOTS. In addition to the development of worksheet students, a project can also be inserted that trains students to create something in order to solve environmental problems. This is in accordance with HOTS, namely create, ie students are required to make something (Camacho & Legare, 2015; Hidayati & Wuryandari, 2012; Yavich & Starichenko, 2017; Yusnaeni, Corebima, Susilo, & Zubaidah, 2017).

Efforts can be made in addition to developing and using websites, android applications, e-books, actually an enrichment can be done. The function of this enrichment is certainly to provide more information to students about current issues of environmental problems in the world. This can be done as a form to increase HOTS. That is because the current issue of the environment can be used as material for study and analysis for students (Choudri et al., 2017; Dangelico, Pujari, & Pontrandolfo, 2017; Lekakos, Vlachos, & Koritos, 2014). Students can be trained to analyze problems that exist in the world and try to make a research design to solve certain problems around them.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, it can be concluded that media learning, teaching materials, learning materials, worksheet students, and learning evaluations used are still not all HOTS-based. That is because the teacher only teaches students based on material from the textbook. Even though teachers can enrich to increase students' knowledge, so HOTS students can increase.
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